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Overview
Tanium Protect™ (Protect) delivers proactive protection to block malicious attacks on
endpoints using native operating system and third-party controls at the speed and scale
of Tanium across your environment.

Policy
Collection of one or more rules. Policies are targeted at computer groups.

Rule
Specific security controls such as firewall settings or software restrictions.

Computer Group
Defined in the Administration section of Tanium Console. You can target
enforcement of policies to one or more computer groups for which you have
management rights.

Enforcement
An enforcement occurs when a policy is successfully applied to a computer group.
Following are definitions of the three possible enforcement states:
Enforced
A policy has been successfully enforced. All rules and configurations of the policy
are in effect on the targeted endpoint.
Partially Enforced
(1) One or more configurations within a policy are being overridden by a higher
priority configuration; however, one or more rules or configurations within a policy
are in effect on the targeted endpoint. (2) One or more configurations within a
policy are not supported on the targeted endpoint; however, one or more rules or
configurations are in effect on the targeted endpoint. See the enforcement state
reason for more information.
Unenforced
One or more required policy rules or configurations are not in effect on the targeted
endpoint. See the enforcement state reason for more information.
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Getting started
1. Install Tanium Protect. For more information, see Installing Protect on page 9.
2. Create policies and rules. For more information, see Creating policies and rules on
page 16.
3. Enforce policies and prioritize them. For more information, see Working with
policies on page 29.
4. Target Computer Groups. For more information, see Selecting Protect Computer
Groups on page 35.
5. Run reports. For more information, see Running reports on page 37.
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Requirements
Installation prerequisites
The Tanium Module server must be running when you install Protect.

Required credentials
Before installing Protect, you will need to have a service account with Tanium
Administrator credentials.
In order to initialize Protect, a valid Tanium account with Action Author permissions is
required. Protect uses this account to perform internal maintenance tasks.

System requirements
Following are the requirements for each rule type in Protect:

AppLocker rule
l
l
l

Windows 7 Enterprise or Ultimate
Windows 8 Enterprise, 8.1 Enterprise, 10 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 or later

Defender rule
l
l

Windows 10
Windows Server 2016

EMET rule
l
l

Windows Vista or later
Windows Server 2008 or later

Firewall rule
l
l

Windows Vista or later
Windows Server 2008 or later

SRP process rule
l
l

Windows Vista or later
Windows Server 2008 or later
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Installing Protect
Before installing Protect, refer to Getting started on page 7. The installation of Protect is
done from the Tanium Console.

Import solution
1. Log into the Tanium Console using an account with Administrator privileges.
2. Select Tanium Solutions from the main menu.

3. Click Import X.X (where X.X is the current module version number) under Protect.
Note: Tanium Protect is a Tanium licensed solution. If it does not appear on
the Tanium Modules page, contact your TAM.
4. If you are prompted, click Proceed with Import. Enter your credentials.
After the Tanium Protect installation and configuration process completes, you see the
message Import completed successfully, and Protect appears in the main menu.

Set Service Credentials
Service Credentials are required for Protect to contact the Tanium Server.
1. If a green check does not appear next to Service Credentials on the Protect Home
page, you must enter service credentials in order to use Protect. Under Required
Setup Steps, click Set credentials.
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2. Enter the Username and Password of the service account with Tanium
Administrator privileges and click Save.

Note: Click the Settings icon
Protect setting.

on the top right of the Home page to edit any

Change optional Protect settings
A green check should appear next to Protect Settings, so you do not need to enter
anything for these settings. The default settings should be adequate.
Protect General Settings for Endpoint Status Report Settings contain the following
settings that govern how Tanium Protect interacts with Tanium Endpoints. Changing
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these settings can affect the performance of Protect and the Endpoints:

Question Completion Percentage
This setting specifies what percentage of endpoints must respond to the question
before the question is considered complete. If questions take a long time to
complete in your Tanium environment, you may wish to lower the percentage in
this setting. By default, Question Completion Percentage is set to 99%.
Tanium Server Certificate
Select either of the following:
Allow self-signed certificate (insecure): This is the default selection when you first
install Protect.
l Require valid Tanium Server certificate: Select this option to require a valid
Tanium Server certificate to ensure communication integrity and confidentiality
with the Tanium Protect service. To learn more about Tanium Server certificates,
see Reference: SSL certificates.
Reissue Action Items
l

This setting specifies how often Protect enforcement actions are reissued. By
default, enforcement actions are reissued every hour. The minimum allowed value
for this field is 10 minutes.
Distribute Over Time
This setting controls whether endpoints will apply enforcements the moment they
receive the action (Immediate) or at unique moments within the saved action
interval (Diffused). Diffusing enforcements over time can help prevent a surge in
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network traffic in exchange for a slower time to compliance. The default setting for
Distribute Over Time is 0 where all enforcements are deployed at once.
Endpoint Status Checking Profile
This setting governs the interval at which updates are retrieved from endpoints. By
default, Endpoint Status Checking Profile is set to Production mode. Aggressive
mode consumes the majority of Tanium client resources to provide extremely rapid
status updates and will, thereby, degrade the responsiveness of other Tanium
modules. We strongly recommend that production environments do not configure
Tanium Protect to run in Aggressive mode.
Automatically Install Prerequisites
This setting determines if prerequisite software is automatically installed if it is not
detected on your system. This setting is enabled by default.

Note: Tanium recommends that you consult with your TAM before modifying any
Protect settings.

Change AppLocker settings
A green check should also appear next to AppLocker Settings on the Home page.
Review these settings to determine if you should modify them.
AppLocker Settings allow you to configure default AppLocker rules, which will be
included automatically in any AppLocker policy you define. Default AppLocker rules are
generally used to exclude trusted system files from AppLocker scans.
Protect is installed with the following three default Allow rules:
l
l
l

All files located in the Program Files folder: applies to Everyone
All files located in the Windows folder: applies to Everyone
All files: applies to Administrators
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You can delete default rules and create additional default Allow and Deny rules in the
Default AppLocker Executable Rules window. Every rule you define in Default
AppLocker Executable Rules become a default.
To go back to the original settings for the default Allow rules, click Restore to Default.

Change Defender settings
A green check should also appear next to Defender Settings on the Home page.
Review these settings to determine if you should modify them.
Windows Defender policies can use Tanium to download and distribute Windows
Defender definitions.
You can choose one of the following:
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l

l

Automatically retrieve definitions from Microsoft: This is the default setting.
Definitions will be downloaded from Microsoft.
Download definitions from custom URLs: Use this option if your network cannot
reach Microsoft, and you want to host the files on a local server and specify that
URL.

The URLs listed under Managed Defender Definitions Download URLs specify the
Microsoft links Protect uses to download Defender definitions.

If Protect has a problem downloading definition files, you will see a exclamation point
icon

next to Windows Defender Settings under Additional Settings on the Home
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page.

Go to the Defender Settings page to hover over the error to view the pop-up showing the
error reason.

Please refer to Microsoft Technet: File-Share-Based Definition Updates for more
information about Defender Settings.

HTTPS certificate validation
If you have set a valid HTTPS certificate for your Tanium server, configure Protect to
validate the certificate:
1. Modify C:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\protect\config\taniumjs-config.js by setting
‘rejectUnauthorized’: true.
Note: If you installed Tanium Module Server to a non-default location, use that
path instead.
2. Restart the Tanium Protect Windows service.
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Creating policies and rules
Following are the types of rules you can create in Protect:
AppLocker rules
AppLocker rules provide access control for applications. Use AppLocker rules to
prevent unwanted executables from running on your endpoints (Deny rules) or to
only allow certain applications to run on endpoints (Allow rules).
Defender rules
Defender rules manage Windows Defender, a Microsoft application that helps
protect your endpoints from viruses.
Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET) rules
Rules created via Microsoft EMET will add protection against common memory
corruption attacks. These mitigations may be system-wide and/or applicationspecific. EMET rules can also protect against “man in the middle” attacks on
websites that use Transport Layer Security (TLS).
Firewall rules
Firewall rules that block network traffic using the built-in Windows Firewall.
Software Restriction Policy (SRP) process rules
SRP process rules block the execution of applications and are created using
Windows SRP component.
See Using best practices with policies and rules on page 42 for more details on
successfully creating policies and rules in Protect.

Create AppLocker rules
You can only have one AppLocker configuration per policy; however, you can have
multiple Allow or Deny rules within that configuration. A Protect policy cannot contain
both SRP process rules and an AppLocker rule. If you enforce multiple policies
containing SRP process rules and AppLocker rules, AppLocker rules will take
precedence over SRP process rules.
Protect is installed with the following three default Allow rules:
l
l
l

All files located in the Program Files folder: applies to Everyone
All files located in the Windows folder: applies to Everyone
All files: applies to Administrators
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These default Allow rules can be removed or modified in Default AppLocker Executable
Rules by clicking on the gear icon
at the top right of the Protect Home page or by
clicking View or change AppLocker settings under Applocker Settings at the bottom of
the Home page. See Installing Protect on page 9 for more information about AppLocker
settings.
Note: For successful AppLocker rule enforcement, Protect will start the Microsoft
Application Identity service.

Create a new AppLocker rule
1. Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page.
2. Enter a Name and Description for the policy in the Create Policy window.
3. Under Rules, click + Add another rule.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Select AppLocker Rule from the Type drop-down menu.
Enter a short description in the Summary field.
Select Audit Only or Blocking for Mode.
Click + Add another next to Deny to create a Deny rule that will prevent
applications from running on endpoints or scroll down past the default Allow rules
and click + Add another to create an Allow rule that will allow certain applications
to run.
Note: Deny AppLocker rules take precedence over Allow AppLocker rules.
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8. Provide a Name for the AppLocker rule.
9. Select Path or Hash from the Rule type drop-down list.
a. For a Hash Rule Type, provide the hash and file size in the Hash and File
Size (bytes) fields.
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b. For a Path Rule Type, provide the full name or path in the Path field.

10. Select Everyone or Administrators in the Windows user drop-down list.

11. You can now either click Create to create your policy with this rule or you can click
+ Add another rule.
12. You can edit a policy once you have created it by clicking Edit, making any
necessary changes, and then clicking Update.
Note: Be aware of AppLocker Allow or Deny rules set in your Domain Policy –
these rules may take precedence over AppLocker rules created in Protect.

Import an AppLocker rule
Protect allows you to import AppLocker rules using the XML files you generate in the
AppLocker section of Windows Local Security Policy Tool. This way you can quickly
add multiple rules to a policy.
1. Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page to create a new policy with
imported AppLocker rules or select a policy and click Edit to import AppLocker
rules into an existing policy.
2. Enter a Name and Description for the policy in the Create Policy window.
3. Under Rules, click + Add another rule.
4. Select AppLocker Rule from the Type drop-down menu.
5. Enter a short description in the Summary field.
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Select Audit Only or Blocking for Mode
Click Choose File under Import Rules From XML:.
Select the XML file that contains the exported AppLocker rule and click Open.
The Import Pending Review window shows three tabs including the new rules
added to the policy from the imported XML file, the rules Protect cannot import, and
duplicate rules.

10. Click Proceed to import the XML file.
11. Click Save if you are creating a new policy or Update to add the imported rules to a
policy you are editing.
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Create Defender rules
Defender rules consist of groups of settings. These groups and settings align with the
groups and settings shown in the Local Group Policy Editor for Microsoft Windows
Defender.
Note: Defender rules in Protect support Windows Defender only on Windows 10.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page.
Enter a Name and Description for the policy in the Create Policy window.
Under Rules, click + Add another rule.
Select Defender Rule from the Type drop-down menu.

5. Enter a short description in the Summary field.

6. Determine if you should keep Deploy definition update using Tanium for Managed
Definitions enabled.
Note: By default, Defender rules are configured to use Tanium to deploy
Defender definition updates. If an endpoint has not received an update within
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the specified grace period, it is considered Unenforced. When this option is
unchecked, endpoints retrieve definitions directly from Microsoft .

7. Complete the fields for Definition Grace Period to specify how often endpoints use
Tanium to check for Defender definition updates. This value represents how old a
Defender definition can be before the policy is considered Unenforced. The default
grace period is 1 day.
8. Under Settings, click + Add Setting Group and select a setting group.
9. Click + Add setting to add another setting to that setting group.
10. Click + Add Setting Group to add another setting group.
11. You can now either click Create to create your policy with this rule or you can click
+ Add another rule.
12. You can edit a policy once you have created it by selecting Edit, making any
necessary changes, and then clicking Update.
Note: You can only have one Defender rule per policy; however, a single
Defender rule within one policy can have multiple setting groups that contain
multiple settings.

Create EMET rules
IMPORTANT: Before creating EMET rules, read best practices for EMET rules on
page 42. It is important that you also read and understand Microsoft’s Enhanced
Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET) 5.5 User Guide and then carefully test
mitigations and their impacts before deploying them widely.
If an endpoint does not have .NET 4.5, Protect will dynamically install .NET 4.5.2 in
order to be able to create EMET rules. If an endpoint does not have EMET 5.5 installed,
Protect will dynamically install this as well. If previous versions of EMET exist on the
endpoint, Protect will remove them. If you do not want the dynamic installation of either
.NET or EMET, then you can disable this capability by selecting Protect Settings on the
Protect Home page and then unchecking Automatically Install Prerequisites. If you
disable this capability, you will not be able to enforce EMET rules on endpoints that do
not meet the .NET and EMET requirements.
Note: You must stage .NET and EMET packages on the Tanium Server before
you can deploy EMET with Protect. If you are in an air gapped environment
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(networks that are not exposed to the Internet), please consult with your TAM on
the procedure to upload these packages in an air gapped environment.
Refer to Microsoft’s Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET) 5.5 User Guide for
instructions on how to create an EMET protection profiles and associated XML file. You
must use the EMET application to create an EMET protection profile and export it from
the main Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit page to an XML file for use in Protect.
This XML file is uploaded to Protect.
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Protect does not support XML file creation or in-line editing. Protect will verify that the
imported EMET XML file is valid and will not enforce an invalid EMET XML file.

CAUTION: Do not export the profile from any other EMET windows such as
Application Configuration, Certificate Trust Configuration, etc. in order for the
EMET rule to work correctly in Protect.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page.
Enter a Name and Description for the policy in the Create Policy window.
Under Rules, click + Add another rule.
Select EMET Rule from the Type drop-down menu.

5. Enter a short description in the Summary field.
6. Click Choose EMET XML file and browse to the file that contains XML code for the
EMET rule.

7. You can now either click Create to create your policy with this rule or you can click
+ Add another rule.
Note: You can only have one EMET rule per policy.

Create firewall rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page.
Enter a Name and Description for the policy in the Create Policy window.
Under Rules, click + Add another rule.
Select Firewall Rule from the Type drop-down menu.
Complete the following fields for your firewall rule:
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Table 1: Firewall Rule Fields
Field

Description

Summary

This is an optional field does not affect the behavior of the
rule – it is for your information only. Enter a brief description
of the purpose of the rule.

Applicatio
n Path

This is an optional field. An example of an application path is
C:\Windows\System32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\powershel
l.exe.

Direction

This is a required field. Select Inbound or Outbound for the
direction of the connection.

Network
Protocol

This is a required field. Select TCP, UDP, or ICMPv4.

Local Port This is an optional field and will most likely be populated for
(s)
Inbound connections.
Remote
Port(s)

This is an optional field and will most likely be populated for
Outbound connections.

Remote
Address
(es)

This is an optional field and can be used to target the rule to
a specific IP address. Separate IP addresses with commas.

Service
Name

This is an optional field and can be used for a Windows
Service Display name.

Note: Protect does not support IPV6 for firewall addresses.

6. Click Create to create your policy or click + Add another rule.
7. You can edit a policy once you have created it by clicking Edit, making any
necessary changes, and then clicking Update.
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Create SRP process rules
Note: Due to the way it functions, when Windows SRP is enabled for the first time,
targeted endpoints must be rebooted in order for process rules to be enforced.

Create an SRP process rule using a hash
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page.
Enter a Name and Description for the policy in the Create Policy window.
Under Rules, click + Add another rule.
Select SRP Process Rule from the Type drop-down menu.
Enter a short description in the Summary field.

6. Select Hash from the SRP Rule Type drop-down menu.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Enter the hash in the MD5 Hash field.
Enter the File Size in bytes.
Click Create to create your policy or click + Add another rule.
You can edit a policy once you have created it by selecting Edit, making any
necessary changes, and then clicking Update.

Create an SRP process rule using a path
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page.
Enter a Name and Description for the policy in the Create Policy window.
Under Rules, click + Add another rule.
Select SRP Process Rule from the Type drop-down menu.
Enter a short description in the Summary field.
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6. Select Path from the SRP Rule Type drop-down menu.

7. Enter the path or filename in the Path field. Full paths, environment variables, and
filenames are supported.
8. Click Create to create your policy or click + Add another rule.
9. You can edit a policy once you have created it by selecting Edit, making any
necessary changes, and then clicking Update.
Note: Be aware of AppLocker Allow or Deny rules set in your Domain Policy –
these rules may prevent SRP process rules created in Protect to be enforced.

Example: Taking action to block malware identified in a threat bulletin
For this example, you will take action after receiving a threat bulletin about malware to
create a policy and rules to block a malicious attack. You will use information provided in
the bulletin such as filenames or network-based indicators (IP addresses, ports,
protocols, etc.) when creating this policy.
1. Click Create Policy from the Protect Home page.
2. Enter Threat Bulletin Jan 2016 in the Name field under Policy Details in the Create
Policy window.
3. Enter Received from XYZ feed. Backdoor malware. in the Description field.

4. Under Rules, click + Add another rule.
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5. Select Firewall Rule from the Type drop-down menu and complete the following
fields:
Table 2: Example Field Values
Field

Example Entry

Summary

Enter C2 Network Address.

Application Path You do not need to enter an Application Path.
Direction

Select Outbound.

Network
Protocol

Select TCP.

Local Port(s)

You do not need to enter a Local Port.

Remote Port(s)

Enter 1234.

Remote
Address(es)

Enter 172.167.1.1.

Service Name

This field is optional. If you choose, you can enter the
name of a service.

6. Click Create once you have added all desired rules. See Enforce policies on page
29 to enforce your policy. A policy will not take effect until that enforcement step is
completed.
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Working with policies
Enforce policies
Enforce a policy on one or more Computer Groups for which you have management
rights that you have defined in the ADMINISTRATION section of Tanium™ Console.
See Administration: Manage Computer Groups for more information about creating and
managing Computer Groups. Manual Computer Groups are not supported by Protect.
1. Under Enforcements for this Policy, click Add Enforcement.
2. Under Create New Enforcement, select the target Computer Group from the
Computer Group list.

3. Click Enforce.
4. In the Confirm Enforcement window, enter your password and click Confirm.
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If you are using a Common Access Card (CAC), check the Proceed with enforcement of
this policy to endpoints box and click Confirm to enforce the policy.

Remove a policy enforcement
1. Under Enforcements for this Policy, click the trashcan icon
enforcement you want to remove.

next to the

2. On the next window, enter your password and click Confirm.

If you are using a Common Access Card (CAC), check the Proceed with deletion of this
enforcement of this policy on target group “XXXX” box (where XXXX is the name of the
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target Computer Group) and click Confirm to remove the policy enforcement.

View policies
Select Policies in the left navigation to view all created policies. Select Create Policy
from the Policies page to create a policy and associated rules.

Expand a policy by clicking the next to the policy and see the number and types of
rules it includes, the number of enforcements, which user created the policy, and when
the user created it.

Click All, Enforced, or Unenforced next to Status to see policies of each type.

Prioritize policies
EMET rules and Defender rules are exclusive, meaning that only one such rule may be
in effect on an endpoint at a given time. When multiple policies with the same exclusive
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rule type are enforced against a particular endpoint, Protect must resolve the conflict to
decide which policy’s rule will be applied.
If an endpoint is enforced with two or more policies that contain EMET rules, only the
highest priority EMET rule will be applied. EMET rules in lower priority policies will not
be enforced. Any firewall or process rules in these policies will be enforced.
Set the prioritization of policies to determine which policy will be applied if a conflict
exists.
1. On the Policies page, select Prioritize.
2. In the Conflict Resolution Policy column, edit the number to reprioritize a policy.
Protect will automatically adjust the numbers next to the other policies and reorder
the list by priority.

3. Click Save to save your new policy prioritization order.
4. On the Confirm Update of Conflict Resolution Priorities window, enter your
password and click Confirm.
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If you are using a Common Access Card (CAC), check the Proceed with update of
conflict resolution priorities box and click Confirm to enforce the policy.

View policy details
Click a policy to view the Policy Details including all rules associated with that policy.

You can also see details for all Enforcements for this Policy.
Select Add Enforcement to add a Computer Group to the enforcements.
Note: If you see any Online Partially Enforced Assets or Online Unenforced
Assets on the Protect Home page, you should go to Policies and Computer
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Groups in the left navigation to determine which policies are not being enforced
and which Computer Groups are unenforced.
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Selecting Protect Computer Groups
Protect shows computer groups you define in the Administration section of Tanium™
Console. See Administration: Manage Computer Groups.
By selecting Computer Groups in the leftside navigation, you can view all Enforced
Computer Groups and Unenforced Computer Groups. Within these categories, you can
view online assets in the following states:
l
l
l

Online Enforced Assets
Online Partially Enforced Assets
Online Unenforced Assets

You can also click Create Policy from the Computer Groups page to create a policy and
associated rules. Clicking Manage Computer Groups takes you to Administration in the
Tanium Console.
You can expand a computer group by clicking the next to the computer group and see
the polices that it is enforced with, the percentage of enforced and unenforced assets,
which user enforced the policies, and when the user enforced them.
Once expanded, if you click
next to any enforcement state, you will be taken to the
Tanium Interact™ module and you can see the computers in each state.
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You can also add enforcements to a specific computer group from the Computer Groups
page.
To add an enforcement
1. Click Add Enforcement next to the desired computer group.
2. Select the desired policy from the Policy Name drop-down menu under New
Enforcement.
3. The computer group you selected is shown in the Computer Group field under
Targeting Criteria. Click Enforce to enforce the selected policy on this computer
group.
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Running reports
Run reports to view events that have occurred due to enforced SRP process and
AppLocker rules, as well as reports to show Windows Defender information, including
the following:
l
l
l
l
l
l

SRP Process Blocks
AppLocker Blocks
AppLocker Warnings
Defender Malware Blocks
Defender Definition Versions
Defender Engine Versions

1. Select Reports from the left navigation.
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2. On the Reports page, click Add Report.

3. On the New Report page, select the Data Source, Report Time (if applicable), and
Computer Group.
Note: Reports for Defender Definition Versions and Defender Engine
Versions always retrieve current data and do not have the Report Time
setting.
4. Select Include on Homepage if you want your report to appear on the Protect
Home page with the latest data. You can have a maximum of two reports on the
Home page.

5. Click Create.
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On the Reports page, results are shown in bar chart. Reports refresh every 10 seconds.

On the Reports page, you can do any of the following from the default bar chart view:
l

Click Add to home or Remove from home to add the report to or remove the report
from the Home page.

l

Click the

icon to delete a report.

l

Click the

icon to export results to a CSV file.

l

Click the title of the report to view more details about that report, including an
approximate number of Occurrences on endpoints for each result.

Note: Occurrencesis the approximate count of events on endpoints.
From the detailed view, you can do any of the following:
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l

If a report is complex and includes extensive data, click the
in a tree map view. Click

l

l

l

l

icon to show results

to return to the default bar chart view.

Select the number of results you want shown in the drop-down list at the top right of
the page.

Click Save View if you want to save the chart type and number of results shown for
the next time you run a report.
Click
View All in Interact to load the Question in the Tanium Interact™ (Interact)
so that you can review the full set of the results as well as Occurrences Per
Endpoints.

Click the
icon next to a result item under the Occurrences column to load the
Question filtered for that item in Interact.
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l

l

Use the Search field to filter the list of items.
Click the
icon to expand the list of items. This expanded view shows the full
data set of the results, such as Severity.
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Using best practices with policies and
rules
AppLocker rules
Please refer to Microsoft Technet: AppLocker for more information about creating
AppLocker rules.

EMET rules
Complete EMET documentation is available in Microsoft's Enhanced Mitigation
Experience Toolkit (EMET) 5.5 User Guide. If you are creating EMET rules, it is
important to review and understand the toolkit. Be sure to thoroughly test EMET
mitigations and their impacts before deploying them widely in your enterprise. For more
information about application compatibility issues, refer to Microsoft’s EMET mitigations
guidelines.
EMET rules can help prevent the most common techniques attackers might use to
exploit vulnerabilities in computer systems by diverting, terminating, blocking, and
invalidating those actions. EMET allows customers to leverage security mitigation that
provides several unique benefits:
l

l

EMET profiles help harden legacy applications: EMET can help manage the risk
while old software is being phased out by making it harder for hackers to exploit
vulnerabilities in legacy software.
EMET profiles help verify SSL certificates trust while surfing websites: EMET offers
the possibility to enforce a set of pinning rules that can verify SSL certificates of
specified domains against their issuing Root CA (configurable certificate pinning)
to prevent “man in the middle” attacks.

Be sure to consider the following when creating EMET rules:
l

l

l

Because EMET can alter the execution of applications, it may cause some
applications to crash unexpectedly. Be sure to test all EMET profiles before
deploying them enterprise-wide.
Different mitigations are available on different Windows operating systems, and
EMET rules might need to be targeted at computer groups based on operating
system type.
Specific applications can “opt in” to certain EMET mitigations. Some mitigations
might be system-wide and affect everything that runs on the host.
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l

l
l

Because changing the system-wide Data Execution Prevention (DEP) setting can
cause service disruptions, Protect ignores the system-wide DEP setting in an
EMET rule.
A reboot might be required for some system-wide EMET mitigations.
Configure EMET reporting settings to meet your needs before enforcing EMET
profiles widely in the enterprise.

EMET Reporting Settings
Consider the implications of the EMET Reporting settings before creating EMET rules.

If Tray Icon is selected, end users will receive popup notifications from EMET from the
Windows Notification Tray in the taskbar. If Early Warning is selected, EMET-related
information, including details about exploit activity, will be shared with Microsoft. If
Windows Event Log is checked, EMET-related data will be logged to the Windows
Event Log subsystem, and this data can be mined and monitored for information on
potential exploits or application incompatibilities. These settings are enabled by default
in EMET 5.5.

EMET’s Default Action settings
EMET’s configuration interface allows administrators to set Default Action to be taken
when an exploit is attempted against a protected application. These settings are Stop on
exploit, meaning the application will terminate or crash, or Audit only, meaning EMET
will log the attack, but not terminate the process. Be aware that Audit Only is not
supported for all mitigations. See Microsoft’s Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit
(EMET) 5.5 User Guide for more details.
If EMET is causing applications to crash, see the Enhanced Mitigation Experience
Toolkit (EMET) 5.5 User Guide for troubleshooting steps and further guidance, including
the possibility that the application could be under attack.

Firewall rules
In order for policies including firewall rules created under Protect to take effect, the
following is required:
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l

The Group Policy Firewall setting must be set to On or the Not configured state for
each of the Domain, Private and Public profiles. You can check your Group Policy
Firewall settings in Windows Group Policy Management Editor to confirm this.
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l

l

Click on Windows Firewall Properties to confirm that the Firewall state is set to
Not configured in the Domain Profile, Private Profile, and Public Profile.

Under Rule merging, the Apply local firewall rules setting should be set to Yes or
Not configured for each of the Domain, Private and Public profiles. Select
Customize under Settings in each profile tab to view the setting for Apply local
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firewall rules under Rule merging.

l

The Windows Firewall Service must be enabled. This can be done via the Global
Policy Management Editor as well. Double-click on Windows Firewall from the
System Services folder, check Define this policy setting, and choose Automatic
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under Select service startup mode.
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The following diagram shows the precedence of Protect rules and other rules set by
Group Policy.

Figure 1: Precedence of Firewall rules vs. rules set by GPO

SRP process rules
Windows SRP is capable of blocking applications launched by the user. Windows SRP
does not prevent Windows services from starting. SRP does not prevent SYSTEM
privileges from launching applications. For more information, see Microsoft TechNet
Software Restriction Policies.
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Policy limitations
Table 3: Maximum Number of Policies
and Rules Allowed
Item

Limit

Maximum number of policies

100

Maximum number of firewall rules
per policy

1000

Maximum number of SRP process
rules per policy

100
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Uninstalling Protect and removing Protect
policies
In some instances, if you decide to uninstall Protect, you may need to disable associated
firewall policies and SRP rules to ensure they are cleanly removed from endpoints.
Consult with your TAM to determine if this is required. If so, you will need to deploy
Actions including the following two Packages that were created when Protect was
installed:
l
l

Disable Tanium Protect Software Restriction Policies
Remove Protect Firewall Rules

Note: In order to complete a clean uninstall and removal of Protect policies, you
must uninstall Protect before disabling the associated firewall policies and SRP
rules.

How to uninstall Protect
The following procedure will guide you through removing the Protect workbench and
uninstalling the service from the Tanium Module Server™. See How to disable and
remove Protect policies on page 52 for the procedure to deploy Actions for the two
specific Packages required to remove content associated with Protect after you have
uninstalled Protect.
To uninstall Protect
1. Click the main navigation icon
Solutions.
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2. Click Uninstall on the bottom right corner of the Protect box.

3. Click Proceed with Uninstall on the next window and enter your credentials.
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How to disable and remove Protect policies
After consultation with your TAM, you may be required to disable Protect policies after
you have uninstalled Protect. This can occur if some endpoints are off-line when you
uninstall Protect. For more detailed information on Packages and deploying Actions, see
Tanium Console: Managing Actions and Tanium Authoring: Managing and creating
Packages.
To disable and remove Protect policies, you must first find all of the endpoints that are
online and then deploy the removal packages.

Find all endpoints online
1. Select Interact from the main menu.
2. Assuming you want to disable Protect policies from all online computers now that
you have uninstalled Protect, type get online from all machines in the Question bar.
3. Interact will suggest the query: Get Online from all machines. Select this query.

4. Wait until your results have reached 100% and then select the box next to True.
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Deploy removal packages
1. Click Deploy Action.
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2. Under Deployment Package on the Deploy Action page, type Protect in the Enter
package name here field.

3. Select the Disable Tanium Protect Software Restriction Policies Package.
4. Click show preview to continue at the bottom of the Deploy Action page.
5. Click Deploy Action and enter your credentials. The Action Summary page will
appear.
6. Repeat all steps above, but select and deploy the Remove Protect Firewall Rules
Package.
Note: The Disable Tanium Protect Software Restriction Policies Package will
remove all SRP rules created by Protect. It will not disable SRP on the endpoint.
Likewise, the Remove Protect Firewall Rules Package will remove all firewall
rules created by Protect. It will not disable the firewall on the endpoint.

IMPORTANT: Consult with your TAM before uninstalling Protect and disabling
Protect policies.
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Troubleshooting
Collect logs
To collect logs required for troubleshooting
1. At the top right of the Home page, click the Help icon (

).

2. Click the Troubleshooting tab.
3. Click Collect and then click Download to get the zipped file required by Tanium to
assist you with troubleshooting.

View usage statistics
At the top right of the Home page, click the Info icon ( ). Protect usage statistics shown
under the About tab can also assist with troubleshooting.
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